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GURUGRAM: The National Green Tribunal (NGT) on Wednesday asked the

state government to restore the forest in the Raisina hill area of the

Aravalis in Gurugram — the picturesque village that attracted developers

in droves over decades — within five months. The court also dismissed a

plea by the Ansal Aravali Retreat farmhouse owners against the

derecognition of their properties, in the wake of an earlier order.

Talking to TOI, a senior state forest department official said that the

restoration of the forest in Raisina hills means that all “unauthorised”

farmhouses built in the area in violation of a government notification

issued in 1992 would have to be razed. “We have submitted details on the

violations in the area and have also rectified the revenue records. The

farmhouses built after 1992, without permission, will be demolished,” he said.
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The NGT’s direction to the state government came during a hearing of a petition on illegal construction in the Aravalis, a case

that has been going on since 2013 when the court took suo moto cognizance of a TOI report. It later became the Sonya Ghosh

vs State of Haryana case.

“Construction on forest land or area covered by the Aravali Notification is illegal, and such forest land has to be restored. In

view of the above, any construction raised on the forest area or the area otherwise covered by notification, dated 07.05.1992,



without permission of the competent authority (after the date of the said notification) has to be treated as illegal and such forest

land has to be restored,” the court ordered.

In June this year, the Sohna municipal council served show-cause notices on the farmhouse owners of Ansals Aravali Retreat

for alleged illegal construction, as per NGT’s 2018 order. This was after the authorities replaced the term ‘gair mumkin

farmhouse’ in revenue records, which had helped farmhouse owners skirt provisions of the Aravali Notification 1992, with the

term ‘gair mumkin pahad’ (uncultivable hill).

Anil Grover, the counsel for the Haryana government in NGT, said that the state government had sought at least six months for

the restoration of the Raisina hills in the Aravalis, “but we got only five months (January 31, 2021)”. “Wednesday’s order is

regarding the demolition of illegal structures and restoration of the said forest. We will first raze the illegal constructions and

then begin the process of restoration of the forest. The state chief secretary will be monitoring the progress in this case in

order to ensure the restoration is carried out in a proper manner,” he said.

Grover said that Haryana has already submitted its report to the court in this matter, which mentions that the term ‘gair mumkin

farmhouse’ has been replaced with the original term ‘gair mumkin pahad’ in revenue records — a move that not only renders

the existing properties in the Raisina hills illegal, but is also a deterrent against new construction activity in the area.

Under the Union environment ministry’s Aravali Notification, ‘gair mumkin pahad’ is a protected land where construction of

buildings, roads, electrification and cutting of trees is prohibited.

The petitioner Sonya Ghosh’s lawyer Aagney Sail has hailed the order. “It is a big step that NGT had dismissed the farmhouse

owners’ plea.” He also pointed out that no action has been taken yet against the illegal constructions though the original order

came in 2018 in this case.

In their defence, the farmhouse owners have claimed that the land was neither recorded as a forest area nor notified as a

controlled area at the time of purchase in the 1990s by Ansals (M/s Delhi Towers Pvt. Ltd) from several private owners. One

such farmhouse owner, Sharad Mohan, said they will be approaching the NGT again for a review of the order. “The findings of



the pollution department are incorrect. We got legal permission in 1989-1991. A huge investment was made by M/s Ansals for

construction purpose,” he said.

In 2018, NGT had given two months’ time to the Haryana government to set up a committee, and another three months to

identify all forest land covered under the Aravali Notification. The committee was, however, set up only in 2019, after which the

notices were issued to several farmhouse owners. However, not a single structure has been razed till date.


